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We prove that for any c1>0 there exists c2>0 such that the following state-
ment is true: If G is a graph with n vertices and with the property that neither G
nor its complement contains a complete graph Kl , where l=c1 log n then G is
c2 log n-universal, i.e., G contains all subgraphs with c2 log n vertices as induced
subgraphs.  1999 Academic Press
The symbol n  (k)22 , defined by Erdo s and Rado [ER], means that if
we color the edges of the complete graph Kn by two colors there are always
k vertices with all pairs colored by the same color. The symbol n% (k)22
denotes the negation of the statement above. We say that a graph G with
n vertices establishes the relation n% (k)22 if neither G nor its complement
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G contains a complete graph with k vertices. Note that all logarithms used
throughout this note have base 2. It is well known [E], [ES1] that
n  ( 12 log n)
2
2 and n% (2 log n)
2
2 .
We say that a graph G is k-universal if G contains all graphs with k ver-
tices as induced subgraphs.
Shelah [S] recently proved that for any c1>0 there exists c2>0 such
that if some graph G establishes n% (c1 log n)22 , then G has at least 2
c2 n
non-isomorphic (induced) subgraphs.
Erdo s and Hajnal [EH] showed that for any k and c, 0<c<1k
there exists n0=n0 (k, c) such that for n>n0 any graph G on n vertices
establishing
n% (ec- log n)22
is k-universal. In this note, we prove the following related result.
Theorem 1. For any c1>0 there exists c2>0 such that any graph G
establishing n% (c1 log n)22 is c2 log n-universal.
The proof of our result is based on the following theorem of P. Erdo s
and E. Szemere di [ES2].
Theorem 2. There exists an absolute constant c3>0 such that for every
graph G on m vertices with |E(G)|<=m2 edges either G or G contains Kl for
some l satisfying
lc3 }
log m
= log(1=)
.
Notation. Let G be a graph and let A, B be two disjoint subsets of the
vertex set V(G) of G. The density d(A, B) of a pair A, B is defined by
d(A, B)=
e(A, B)
|A| |B|
,
where e(A, B) is the number of edges of G with one endpoint in A and the
other in B.
Definition 1. A k-partite graph H with vertex partition V1 _ V2 _
} } } _ Vk , |Vj |m, j=1, 2, ..., k is called (m, $, ;)-regular, if for every i, j,
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where 1i< jk, and every UiVi , UjVj satisfying |Ui |m1&; and
|Uj |m1&; we have that
$<d(Ui , Uj )<1&$. (1)
Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout the proof, we will assume without
loss of generality that nn0 , where n0=n0 (c1 ) is a large constant. For
given c1>0, choose 0<=<1 so that c1<c3 (= log 1=) (here c3 is the con-
stant from Theorem 2). Set
l=
3c3
4= log(1=)
log n, c2=
=
65 log(2=)
, and k=c2 log n.
Set further
$=
=
2
and ;=
$
24
.
Let G be a graph with n vertices and let F be a graph with k vertices.
We will prove that either G or G contains Kl , or G contains an induced
subgraph isomorphic to F. Let V(F )=[v1 , v2 , ..., vk ]. We will distinguish
two cases:
Case I. G contains an induced k-partite (m, $, ;)-regular subgraph H,
where mn34.
Let V (H )=V1 _ V2 _ } } } _ Vk be a partition described in Definition 1.
Call x # V1 good if for all j>1
$m|Vj & N(x)|(1&$) m.
Note that (1) implies that the number of vertices in V1 which are not good
is less than 2(k&1) m1&;. Since m>2(k&1) m1&; there exists a good
vertex x1 # V1 . For each j # [2, 3, ..., k] set
V (1)j ={Vj & N(x1 ),Vj"N(x1 )
if [v1 , vj ] # E(F )
if [v1 , vj ]  E(F ).
Clearly |V (1)j |$m for all j=2, 3, ..., k. Suppose now that we have con-
structed x1 , x2 , ..., xi and sets V (i)j /Vj , |V
(i)
j |$
im, j=i+1, ..., k with the
property that for each j1i and each j2i+1 we have
N(xj1 ) & V
(i)
j2
={V
(i)
j2
,
<
if [vj1 , v j2 ] # E(F)
if [vj1 , v j2]  E(F ).
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Observe that
$im$km=\=2+
(= log n)(65 log(2=))
m=n&=65 m>2(k&1) m1&;>m1&;. (2)
The fact that n&=65 m>2(k&1) m1&; follows since n&=65 m;=
n&=65 m=48n&(=65)+(=64)>2k=2c2 log n. Combining (1), (2) and the fact
that $im>m1&;, we infer that for every j, j $i+1.
$<d(V (i)j , V
(i)
j $ )<1&$. (3)
Call x # V (i)i+1 good if for all j>i+1
$im|V (i)j & N(x)|(1&$
i) m.
Note that (1) implies that the number of vertices in V (i)i+1 which are not
good is at most 2(k&i&1) m1&;. Since by (2) $im>2(k&i&1) m1&;, we
have by (3) that there exists a good vertex xi+1 # V (i)i+1 so that the sets
V (i+1)j , j=i+2, ..., k, defined by
V (i+1)j ={V
(i)
j & N(x i+1 ),
V (i)j "N(x i+1 ),
if [vi+1 , vj ] # E(F )
if [vi+1 , vj ]  E(F )
satisfy |V (i+1)j |$
i+1m for all j=i+2, ..., k.
Since $k&1m>2(k&1) m1&; and $km>1, we can, this way, select
vertices x1 , x2 , ..., xk such that xi [ v i is an isomorphism between the
F -subgraph of G induced on [x1 , ..., xk ] and F.
Suppose that Case I does not hold; then Case II is valid. Before we state
Case II a warning to the reader: in the remaining part of the proof it is
required that certain numbers are integers though we have omitted the
corresponding floorceiling brackets. Since we do not expect any confusion
this will hopefully improve the readability of the paper.
Case II. For every S/V(G), |S|kn34 there exist A, B/S, |A|=
|B|=|S|1&;k such that d(A, B)  ($, 1&$).
Under this assumption, we will be able to prove the following:
Claim. Let s=1$ and p=2s. Then for every S/V, |S|
[kn34] (1&2;)&p+1, there exist pairwise disjoint sets Y1 , Y2 , ..., YpS, where
|Y1 |=|Y2 |= } } } =|Yp |=n34 such that for all 1jp,
:
i< j
d(Yi , Yj )>( j&1)(1&2$) or :
i< j
d(Yi , Yj )<( j&1) 2$. (4)
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(Note that by choice of ; and p we have that [kn34] (1&2;)&p+1<
n(56) (1(1&2;) p&1)<n (56) 1(1&4;(s&1) p)n.)
We will postpone the proof of the claim and show that in this case either
the graph G or its complement G contains a clique Kl . First, we find s=p2
sets Yj1 , Yj2 , ...Yjs so that
:
1i<i $s
d(Yji , Yji$)>\s2+ (1&2$) or :1i<i $s d(Yji , Y ji$)<\
s
2+ 2$.
Suppose that first inequality holds; then the subgraph G0 (of G) induced
by si=1 Yji has m=sn
34 vertices and more than ( s2) (1&2$) n
32 edges.
This means that the complement G 0 has at most
|E(G 0 )|\s2+ 2$n32+s \
n34
2 +<=m2
edges. In the other case, similarly,
|E(G0)|\s2+ 2$n32+s \
n34
2 +<=m2.
In either case, applying Theorem 2 we infer that G contains a clique of size
c3
log m
= log(1=)

3
4
c3
log n
= log(1=)
=l.
Proof of Claim. We will proceed by induction on j, 1 jp. Assuming
that for any S/V(G), |S|[kn34] (1&2;)&j, there exist disjoint A, B, |A|=
|B|=|S|1&;k with d(A, B)  ($, 1&$), we will construct disjoint sets
Y1 , Y2 , ..., Y#+1 satisfying (4). First, observe that statement is void for j=1
and follows from the assumption of Case II for j=2 by a simple averaging
argument.
Suppose that statement is true for j<p. We will prove it for j+1. Let
S/V, |S|=[kn34] (1&2;)&jkn34. Consider A, B as described in the state-
ment of Case II. Without loss of generality, we assume that d(A, B)>1&$.
Let B$=[b # B; |N(b) & A|(1&2$) |A|]. Clearly, |B$||B|2 (for
otherwise d(A, B)(1&$) holds). Since
|B$|
|B|
2

|S|1&;
2k
|S|1&2;=([kn34] (1&2;)&j) (1&2;)=[kn34](1&2;)&j+1,
we can apply the induction assumption to the set B$ and will find pairwise
disjoint sets Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yj with |Yi |=n34 for every i such that (4) holds.
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Since for any y #  ji=1 Yi we have that |N( y) & A|(1&2$) |A|, there is a
set Yj+1/A, |Yj+1 |=n34 such that
:
j
i=1
d(Yi , Yj+1)>j(1&2$)
which proves the claim and completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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